
Mr. Faucher AP Physics B

HomeWork Solutions
Problerns Ch 7a
1.Llmpulse-Momentum Theorem Prob # I,4,5,6, *10

7.2 Conservation of Linear Momentum Prob # 15, 16, 17

1. The impulse is

lmpulse : F At - (35 NX0.40 s) _ 14 N s.

4. The momentum of the train is

p1: m1v1= 16.0 x to6 kgXl7 m/s): t.o x to8 kg m/s.

Forthe car to have the same momentum, it would have to travel at a speed of
pT ,,0 * ,ot kg m/s 4

v. = { = lsoo d- - 6,BX 10 mls.

The magnitude of each arrow's momentum is
p: mv - (0.100 kg)(30.0 nls) = 3.00 kg mis.

The vector momenta of the arows are perpendicuiar, so the magnitude of the total momentum is

given by the Pythagorean theorem

I'Ip = lno + n' - d(3.00 kg m/s)- + (3,00 kg m/s) = 4.24hgmls.'T v't '2

The angle of the total momentum vector as measured from the east is

e = tan-1(-pzlp):61-1q-1.00) = 45.00 s of E.

5.

6. The change inmomentum 
19 

equal to the impulse
Ap: FAt = (+840NX5.0s) = *4200kgn/s.

10, Let down be positive. Use conservation of enerry to find the speed before impact:

Ef = Eo or (Il\mv{ = mgh

Therefore,

n?:2*r=2(9.80 us2;1+.0 m; or vg:8-9 m/s.

The momentum before impact is

pg= mvg= (0.060 kgx8.9 rn/s): 0.53 kg m/s.

The direction of the ball's velocity and, thus, its momentum just before impact is DOWF{.
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15. Conservation of momentum requires the momentum be zero before and after collision,
thus

so that

0-*pup+m6v6

vn: -(m6/mn)vb: -(0.050 kg1S5 kg)(0.25 m/s): - 1.5 X 104 m/s.

16. Conservation of momenfi.tm requires 0 : mrvr + ur-rv*r so

vr: - (mr/rnr)"* - - (55 kgl21 0 kgx+4.6 m/s) : - 1.2 m/s.

17. The momentum of the spaceship is transferred to the rocket, so (m, + oh)r, = r\,v' and the

rocket's velocitv is
F,

(m ,_*m , )v, _ (,,4j 0 T 19,"kg I 1300 E$lt2,:t0 ryj)vr=- 

-

= ?.1 x 10 
5 

m/1.
m r 1300 kg
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HomeWork Solutions
Problems Ch 7b'
7.2 Conservation of Linear Momentum (cont.) Prob # 18, 19
7.3 & 7.4 collisions in I and 2 Dimensions (conL) Prob # 26,27,29,29,32, +38

1S.- Sitt"r 
""ro(before the gas is ejected), the gas's momentum after firing must be equal in magnitude, but

opposite in direction, to the astronaut's momentum. Thus,

*gug = -ffiava so that *g: -(vulv*)mu = -(-0.50 m/s)(160 kg)lTa m/s): s.7 kg.

19. a. Since the total momentum of the system is conserved, and the total momenfirm of the
system is zero, each must have equal but opposite momenta. Thus, since Bonzo flies
offwiththe smaller recoil velocity, he must have the larger mass.

b. Since 0: *Bon vBonzo * mEndervEnde. we can find the ratio of the masses

m -v-^ Bonzg 'Ender - (- 2,5 rn/s )

-= 

.rr r = 

-:1.7,

ffi'=-r-- v 1.5m/sEnder Bonzs

26. The total horizontai momenturrr of 'rhe swfunmer and raft is conserved since no horizontal
forces act.

(ms + mr)vf : ffisvos gives

* , uo, (3 1 kg)(4. 0 rn /r )
Y=E-r-.'!r!E3,2ml5.f H,+ fr, {31kg+ B.0kg) L

27. The collision is an inelastic one, with momentum being conserved. Thus, pbef : paft.

Thus,
mlvl =(ml +m2)V.

The mass of the receiver, m7 is

m?1"1 (115 kS)(4,5 m/s)*Z,= V - m1:= ,,6_1, - 115kg = B4kg,
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28. Using conservation of momentum,

and therefore.

Pbef : paft, so mboatvboat: (m6oat + *bat**)V

*bsarvboar (510 ke)(11m/s)
V : !c - q S nn/s,' mbuat+*batman 510kg+91kg '"

29. a. Since no hofizorrtal external forces act
conserved during the collision, (*B +

on the bullet and block, the total momentum is
mp)vf : ffiBvoB. This gives

of
MY

BOB
m +mBP

3

!r.{2.50H. 1.0 kg}(425m/r) 
,=

-3
(e.sCI X 10 ke) + (0,200 kg)

5,25 m/5.

b. The conservation of enerry applied to the
upward swing gives

(me + mP)sh - ( I lz)(rnB + mp)v ? o,

[:- 
"{tqzg) 

: 1.4I. m.

*B

aaJJ. a. For an elastic collision

{*," *2) nO," (5,00 kg - 7.50 kg)(2.00 m/i )

5.00 kg + ?,50 kg
v
f1

-

= 0.40S rtr/5,m +m12

2mvI 01 2{5,00 kg}(2,00 m1:}
v

f2
,E 1,60 mls,*r* *2 5,00 kg + ?,50 kg

b. If the collision is completely inelastic, then the balls stick together and only
momentum is conserveA. (mt + m2)vf : m1vo1 gives

tnY1 CI1
U--'f rn + m-1-2

(5,00 kg)(2,00 m/s )
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"'38. Momentum is conserved in the horizontal direction during the "collision". Let the coal be object
I and the car be object 2. Then

(*1 + m2)vg= mlvlcos 25" + m1v2

0^
*1o1,os25u+m2v2(150kg}(0.80m/s)cos250+(440kg)(0.50m/s)

Y- = 

- 

- U.5bltr/s.f &r*il, 150kg+q40kg

To the righl
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